Learning to train group
Main theme: Batting – Balance and Footwork

Aim: To improve balance and use of feet

Warm Up

Jogging/Skipping around rectangle and static stretches

(10 min)

Review batting basics:
Coach to review and demonstrate grip and stance, forward defensive and attacking shots.
Importance of balancer and footwork

Bat Taps

(20 min)

Players standing still bounce ball on the bat or part of the bat e.g. edge, back, toe
Stand on one leg
Bounce ball on bat then go onto knees, back up again
One low tap, 1 high, 4 low, 1 high, etc.
Let ball bounce on floor and kick ball back onto bat – can you use both feet?
Catch ball after high hit
Advance through obstacle course – cone slalom, wobble board, ladders, hurdle, cone on head
Bat tennis with partner
Playing straight off the front foot
(20 min)
In pairs, feeder feeds ball underarm to batter who attempts to hit ball in straight line back to feeder
Coach checks for correct technique. Head in line and down, foot to pitch of ball, chin‐knee‐toe alignment –
figure 9 with arms and body, angled bat, no top hand dominance, balanced stance
Repeat with batter using top hand only – importance of top hand in hitting straight
Advance to bounce feed.
Footwork
(20 min)
Coach discusses importance of “getting (head) in line” with the ball.
Coach demonstrates with tennis ball bounced to batsman standing at batting crease without out bat, who is
asked to catch the ball in both hands: coach feeds ball to bounce at stumps and outside off and leg stump.
In pairs, feeder feeds ball underarm to batter on line of stumps to play forward or back foot defensive shot and
then in line with target cones outside off and leg stump. Swap after 6 feeds.
Progress: Feeder mixes up line of deliveries and speed of deliveries
Game to reinforce drill – Round the Clock
Coach feeds ball to batter who must in sequence hit the ball to:
1. Mid off
2. Cover
3. Point/Gully
4. Fine leg
5. Square leg
6. Mid wicket
7. Mid on

(20 min)

8.

Dilshan

Other players field at the hitting zones. Rotate batter, player with most targets hit wins.

Game or Net Session

(30 min)

Game:
2:2 or Lords Game
Nets:
Ask batsman to hit alternate balls on ground and in the air
Ask batsman to hit 6 consecutive balls as hard as possible then next 6 as softly as possible.
Ask batsman to hit alternate balls to leg side and offside. Set target for successful hits.
Progress: Use cones to mark out target zones for batter (set up for Round the Clock), hitting targets in a
clockwise fashion

